
Cash Flash is a company that has developed a multi-service digital 
ecosystem based on its own Blockchain for the work needs of entities, 
institutions, companies, and individuals, guiding them towards 
digitalization. 

This is achieved through the use of an intuitive multi-service platform 
with the assistance of AI, artificial intelligence based on Web3, and 
technologies developed by us, with the goal of:

Automating processes to save costs and time.

Improving customer management by offering them unique services 
that were previously unavailable. Increasing revenues.

Reducing management and administrative costs.

In doing so, Cash Flash has developed a unique and successful 
working method for growth.

Who is Cash Flash



Cash Flash has developed and assembled the best existing 
technologies and created futuristic ones that were previously 
non-existent. Our Blockchain serves as a unique, simple, and intuitive 
solution to support the creation of one's smart contracts with their 
own addresses or NFTs, enabling the initiation of new real-world 
projects for government entities, institutions, banks, and innovative 
companies.

With a very low transaction cost starting at $0.01 per transaction, it is 
the most cost-effective blockchain in the world. Our decentralized 
technology allows for a calculation speed of 11,864 transactions per 
second, approximately 1 billion per day. Transactions are nearly 
instantaneous because our technology constantly pre-communicates 
the validation request for blocks with all available validators, which 
occurs simultaneously in real-time. 

This results in an ultra-fast validation system with complete 
transaction security, recorded in an immutable and incorruptible 
ledger (even Cash Flash cannot intervene in the ledger and validated 
blocks). This ledger exists across many users and servers with 
Web 3 technology, making it virtually impervious to attacks.

Blockchain
Fast finality Blockchain Technology



Our infinite block validation technology achieves a block validation 
time of 2-5 seconds, based on Tendermint, Byzantine, Block, and Cash 
Flash technology, increasing Parallel Growth validators, meaning 
nodes operate in parallel, not vertically like other blockchains. 

This technology surpasses common blockchains based on outdated 
funnel validation technologies that require analyzing each block for 
validation.

Furthermore, it uses minimal energy as it does not involve lengthy 
computation processes and obsolete block validation technologies 
found in other blockchains, making it carbon-free.

Cash Flash's blockchain, with its continuous commitment to research 
and engineering development of unique technologies, guarantees:

 Security
 Low transaction costs
 Low energy consumption
 Transaction speed significantly surpassing those 
 offered by current blockchains or existing computer systems

Blockchain
Fast finality Blockchain Technology



Today, interbank transfers take place through channels like SEPA and 
SWIFT, which are based on non-instantaneous technology and are 
therefore unsatisfactory. Consider a scenario where a company cannot 
load purchased goods until the payment arrives in their supplier's 
bank account, sometimes waiting for days: an intolerable bottleneck!

In the current situation, there is a slowdown in trade, lower GDP, 
reduced government revenues, and ultimately less global economic 
progress.

Today's economy requires the instantaneous movement of capital to 
facilitate the exchange of goods, create revenue, and drive economic 
growth. Cash Flash's Blockchain, with its unique technology enabling 
11,684 transactions per second, low transaction fees, security, and 
speedy block validation, allows for all of this. Instant validation 
of capital and goods transfers.

Another qualifying factor is democracy: by also supporting 
the Support EWM technology, any user can have voting rights 
for updates and developments by the Cash Flash community.

Blockchain
Fast finality Blockchain Technology

We'll give an example



Cash Flash is the world's first company that is developing the most 
technologically advanced marketplace based on its proprietary 
Blockchain. At the same time, it will become the world's 
first marketplace to enable buying and selling in cryptocurrencies and 
digital assets, in addition to the current major fiat currencies €, $, £, ¥, 
with the aim of offering the most exclusive, secure, advanced, and 
comprehensive service globally.

It's a total revolution in the digital business at your fingertips. 
Every distributing company that offers its articles and products can 
select and set their business preferences in their control panel 
to optimally reach desired markets using the artificial intelligence 
provided and developed by Cash Flash.

Every user can buy and sell certified services and products with a 
unique code of authenticity, which will be automatically tracked within 
Cash Flash's Blockchain to ensure the authenticity of purchased 
products, warranty, the raw materials used with geolocation, quality, 
spare parts, and the distribution chain. This means you can buy every 
item securely from certified sellers.

Marketplace
Buy, sell, book anything



Furthermore, every product purchased on the Cash Flash platform, 
equipped with its own barcode, QR code, or RFID labels, through 
Cash Flash's patented technology, will automatically be transformed 
into a unique code (unique and NFT) and tracked on the Blockchain. 
This blockchain will record the purchase, origin, and warranty 
of the product, ensuring its authenticity.

For fashion, luxury, electronics, and other products, the buyer will 
receive a purchase receipt by entering the unique code and secret 
code received via email, along with the certificate of authenticity and 
warranty containing their personal or company data. In the event of 
resale, the new owner can transfer ownership by generating a new 
secret code, printing a new certificate in their name, and 
all transactions will be automatically stored on the Blockchain.

This approach allows for sales to be conducted with total security, 
preventing scams, deception, or misunderstandings of any kind, 
providing a service equal to or better than notarization, quickly and 
essentially for free.
Cash Flash's RFID labels emit a frequency in MHz and transmit to the 
customer's mobile app, using a 256-bit military-grade encryption 
algorithm developed by us. This system makes counterfeiting and 
cloning absolutely impossible, ensuring the certainty 
of the purchased product.

Marketplace
Buy, sell, book anything



With Cash Flash, it's possible to purchase the following products 
within the marketplace:

 Supply of clothing and fashion.
 Furniture and home furnishings supply.
 Appliance supply.
 Watches and jewelry supply.
 Supply of diamonds or precious stones, both raw and certified   
 (IGI, GIA, HRD, etc.).
 Supply of artwork and precious objects.
 Agricultural and construction machinery.
 Supply of construction materials and tools.
 Vehicles, including cars, trucks, motorcycles, boats, aviation,  
 and their spare parts, all accessible with a simple click through a   
 unique code.
 Maritime supply of refined and unrefined petroleum from 20 t  
 tons to 250 tons, CIF or FOB to any coastal depot, fuel supply to   
 your gas station or depot.
 Maritime supply of LPG to any coastal depot, supply to any gas   
 station, etc.
 Supply of movies, music, school courses, apps, software, etc.
 Supply of any animals in compliance with the current 
 regulations of your country and animal protection entities.
 Purchase of companies, industrial and civil real estate, land, etc.
 Electrical, gas, and water supplies, both civil and governmental, 

Marketplace
Buy, sell, book anything



The Cash Flash social media platform is a powerful advanced 
platform with the assistance of A.I. that enables every person to:

 Showcase your personal or professional/business profile.
 Highlight your qualities and the services you want to offer.
 Connect people to the business or professional world.
 Facilitate the search for new clients and friends.
 Showcase your talent as an influencer by uploading your videos   
 and earning CFT (Cash Flash Token) from advertising space based  
 on your followers. You can also publish videos and photos for a   
 fee, deciding which users can pay for your content.
 Exchange CFT for services.
 Establish a source of income and business inspiration with daily   
 earnings based on the services you provide.

This extraordinary platform is complemented by numerous features 
including filters, special effects, and graphics that are useful for show-
casing your talent and promoting any product.

 Additionally, the encrypted "end-to-end" chat, calls, and video  
 calls are conducted in a completely secure and unique manner, 
 ensuring privacy and protection for users.

Social Media
Connect with the world and start earning CFT



E-Bank
Wallet, Pos Credit Card Payment

A user-friendly and intuitive platform with multiple functions available 
for quick service in multi-currency and digital assets, complete with 
income and expenditure charts.

The platform allows for instant payments in all world currencies for 
both private individuals and businesses, who can also convert their 
Fiat currency into digital assets such as Crypto, including CFT (Cash 
Flash Token).

Users can request their personal debit card and IBAN in any currency, 
keeping their capital safe and easily accessible, and conducting global 
transactions independently.



NFT Platform
Buy, sell, create, register anti-fraud technology 

certificate per NTFR, NTFD, NTFP, NTFC

Technology and platform NTF and CUD Unique Digital Code NFTs 
(Not Fungible Tokens) are digital assets that represent a real-world 
object; for example, a work of art can be registered and marked with 
an NFT in digital format that represents it.

As we have been able to ascertain, the current technology, although 
brilliant, is however incomplete and not 100% safe, as the community 
uses it promiscuously; therefore traditional NFTs will not be allowed as 
they are not sufficient to protect real needs.



NFT Platform
Buy, sell, create, register anti-fraud technology 

certificate per NTFR, NTFD, NTFP, NTFC

This is why Cash Flash launches a new technology based on a double 
certificate of uniqueness with CUD code where no other work 
or service can be cloned or copied. Our platform also launches a new 
revolutionary subdivision of NFTs by dividing them into:

1-NFT Real: real and existing physical good such as works of art, food, 
medicines, cars, houses, clothes, electronics, etc.; NFTR denomination.

2-NFT Digital: digital good such as software, digital works and 
anything that is marked in the virtual world such as in the Metaverse; 
NTFD designation.

3-NFT Payment: certified payment transactions such as bank trans-
fers, checks, debits, payments; NFTP name.

4-NFT Certificate: any document that requires certification of 
authenticity and a certain date, such as notarial deeds, registered 
letters, company balance sheets, tax assessments, etc.; 
NFTC denomination.



NFT Platform
Buy, sell, create, register anti-fraud technology 

certificate per NTFR, NTFD, NTFP, NTFC

The Cash Clash NFT platform connected to the Cash Flash Blockchain 
will only allow the issuing and trading of NFTR, NFTD, NFTP, NFTC, 
which can be registered as property in the name of an individual or 
company.

Each NFTR, NFTD, NFTP, NFTC will be automatically linked to 
the product or service, showing the historical succession of properties, 
information relating to the product, its raw materials, taxes paid, 
eradicating counterfeiting and guaranteeing authenticity 
and uniqueness. 

This is essential for countries that ban certain dangerous materials or 
substances, for example in food and medicines, which must be 
certified to guarantee their healthiness; the same applies to monetary 
transactions that eradicate money laundering and terrorist financing 
as required by internationally applicable rules.
The secret code CUD (unique digital code) is used to identify each 
product sold in the Cash Flash marketplace and to safely transfer 
ownership of the goods purchased. Each user will be able to register 
any of their goods or products on the platform in a simple and intuitive 
way, and will be able to sell it directly on the Cash Flash platform.



Metaverse
Explore the new digital world. 

Buy, sell, trade

Cash Flash has developed a totally different concept from the current 
use that goes from gaming platforms to the sale of meaningless 
virtual properties.

Cash Flash's Real Metaverse offers exclusively real and functional 
services through a global 3D replica of land, properties and structures 
useful for making the purchasing experience more engaging; 
the virtual world with its own avatar has only aesthetic / experiential 
purposes but is based on a commercial concreteness to offer all the 
digital services useful for today's needs.

Every user, in any part of the world, will be able to enter 
the 3D representation of a truly existing shop, shop remotely having a 
real image of their person, take advantage of the advice of artificial 
intelligence, wear items of clothing by combining them with various 
solutions.



Metaverse
Explore the new digital world. 

Buy, sell, trade

Or projects can be launched for small investors, such as the building 
development of land which is represented together with 
the properties of future construction, providing a 3D overview also 
useful to the bodies responsible for urban planning authorisations, 
while the design technicians (architect, structural engineer, 
thermotechnician, electrical designer, interior designer, etc.) will be 
able to work together on the project, sharing the solutions in real time.
It can also be used by construction companies and suppliers to plan 
the quality, quantity and timing of supplies.
Obviously the system can be used for other types of projects and 
investment platforms, having a clear understanding 
of its developments and final form.

Metaverso Real, thanks to its combination of powerful technologies 
and a unique and futuristic platform, creates a new real business 
method, currently non-existent, to allow every user to connect the real 
economy directly to the digital and virtual world.
This extraordinary platform will offer many jobs and great 
opportunities to do business by working in a virtual world but actually 
operating for the real world, simplifying the development processes 
and difficulties of the real world.



Digital TV
Movies, Music, Programs

An extraordinary platform that allows all users to view the extensive 
public or private collections of individuals who wish to share their 
video collections to showcase their talent to the world. 

There will also be a wider collection of movies and music available 
globally for viewing and listening with a simple monthly subscription, 
as well as newly released films in theaters. 

The platform will also develop its own musical projects 
and film productions, often in collaboration with top influencers.



Business Accounting
Automated & Decentralized

 Issue digital invoices and digital transport documents (DDT)    
 with the possibility of geolocation for each shipped product.
 Make payments to suppliers, taxes, and contributions, 
 and handle any necessary compliance tasks.
 Perform historical data checks, such as historical purchase    
 prices for raw materials, semi-finished goods, and assets, as well   
 as transportation costs.
 Suggest alternative suppliers to save costs.
 Verify billing errors.
 Compare sales prices to competitors.
 Analyze products with higher margins and added value.
 Manage inventory.
 Monitor cash flows.
 Keep track of deadlines.
 Maintain up-to-date real-time balance sheets.
 Benefit from regulatory updates.
 Use a selection of graphical tools to keep your company under   
 control.

A unique software for all global corporate accounting needs, 
seamlessly combining corporate accounting with an artificial 
intelligence engine developed by us in real-time, for:



Business Accounting
Automated & Decentralized

Cash Flash will market its own system that avoids the time and costs 
of making correct balance sheets and declarations, having a real-time, 
always updated view of the situation with feedback that allows you to 
detect errors and problem areas, making the necessary corrections in 
time to avoid unpleasant situations. unjustified situations or economic 
losses.

A flexible and highly customizable system made available with a 
simple monthly subscription.



Artificial Intelligence (AI)

An extraordinary combination of proprietary technologies developed 
by us, an exclusive in-house service that powers Cash Flash's 
multi-service platforms. 

These technologies do not interfere with human decisions but, 
rather analyze the needs of individuals or businesses to provide 
advice for improved efficiency in terms of time and cost savings.



Mobile App

The Cash Flash IOS and Android mobile app brings together 
the entire core business of the company in a single application that is 
indispensable for an increasingly demanding and advanced global 
economy that requires new concrete realities at the global service.

Cash Flash has explained above the development of its project, 
partly already completed and partly under development.

Technical support, media, 
promote your product or company

Cash Flash UAB is a Lithuanian joint stock company registered in Lithuania on 02-17-21
CODE: 305699952
Vilnius, Didzioji str. 18



Mobile App

Cash Flash presents and illustrates below three platforms 
for experimental use capable of exploiting the technologies already 
partially created; reserves the right to cancel and remove these three 
platforms based on the Cash Flash blockchain, as they can only be 
active upon request from interested States that these technologies be 
put at the service of citizens and their governments also with external 
verification by an Entity impartial. 

At the moment Cash Flash has not been authorized 
by any government to develop these three technologies.

Technical support, media, 
promote your product or company



Payment of taxes

A platform that allows you to pay taxes, contributions, duties, state and 
local payments, and in general any necessary company payments, 
being able to use your CFT Cash Flash Tokens to be able to quickly 
carry out any obligations.

Company accounting filing 
of balance sheets, notarial deeds01



Political elections

Political Elections was born as an experimental platform at the service 
of Governments, Bodies, institutions, and private polls, with the aim of 
putting an end to any problem of uncertainty and voting security in 
elections, and of drastically reducing the costs of voting.

In every political campaign there are risks of serious human errors, 
from counting ballots to possible electoral fraud, with votes contested 
by the loser.

Cash Flash has developed a highly technological and safe tool: every 
person eligible to vote in possession of an electronic passport 
equipped with an electronic chip will be able to cast their vote from 
the Cash Flash app, placing their passport on the phone and voting 
only once time.
In countries where there are no electronic passports, it will be possible 
to use the available KYC systems and technologies and other options 
approved by the Authority.

Using the technologies developed by Cash Flash, each vote will be 
secret and authentic, marked with a certain location, date and time, 
and an identification video that compares the user with the photo of 
the document and cross-references the data with all the ballot papers 
issued . It is the most efficient and technological system ever created 
that offers civil society the necessary democratic security.

Decentralized Voting02



Digital processes

Put an end to the large bureaucracy caused by an excess of sentences 
impossible to compare and process quickly, in order to have a short, 
impartial and fair trial.

The judge and magistrate will have a series of elements to quickly 
analyze the parties, the Thema decidendum, the documents of the 
case, the similar previous sentences, being able to communicate with 
the parties via videos and writings at any time, without waiting for the 
long times of the hearings.

The parties will be able to respond in writing and via video, upload 
documents.

By being able to follow the trial remotely, it will be possible to expand 
the number of judges, especially for the most difficult cases, in order to 
avoid obvious distortions in sentences.

Decentralized Civil 
and 

Criminal processes
03



Introductory summary

For the development of the system, a utility token 
called Cash Flash (CFT) will be issued.

Through this currency, it will be possible to obtain 
goods and services within the system.

Furthermore, it will be possible to change the token 
within the exchanges, pay within our marketplace 
and use it as a means of payment in all stores, both 
online and offline, participating in the system.

Holders of Cash Flash tokens will also be able to 
exchange them among themselves.

The Cash Flash token is issued and circulating on 
the Cash Flash blockchain and on the ETH etherium 
blockchain having a single official address.
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The details 
of 

the token issuance

The ETH and Cash Flash smart contracts have in both smart 
contracts 10 billion units equivalent to 10 billion Cash Flash 
tokens indicated with the symbol CFT.

The initial smart contract was created on the etherium 
blockchain; after the development of its own blockchain, the 
smart contracts were combined with a Bridge to allow those 
who owned CFT-ETH to use their token also on the Cash 
Flash ETH-CFT blockchain; Both the Etherium and Cash Fash 
chain contracts in beta remain official.
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(ETH)  0xbAd58fF429C580dBa6Fa0a2E8d2296F4FCd38A3e

https://etherscan.io/address/0xbAd58fF429C580dBa6Fa0a2E8d2296F4FCd38A3e



GENERAL NOTICE - LEGAL INFORMATION

In the legal part you will find a detailed description 
of the rights and obligations associated with tokens, 
the terms and conditions for exercising these rights 
and the risks associated with token issuance.

Cash Flash is based on the ETH and CFT protocol 
therefore, any malfunction, unplanned function or 
unexpected operation of the protocol may cause the 
Cash Flash network to malfunction or function 
unexpectedly.

Additionally, the native protocol account unit can 
lose value similarly to Cash Flash, and in other ways 
as well. Cash Flash assumes no responsibility in this 
regard, except in cases of willful misconduct or 
gross negligence directly attributable 
to the company.



REPRESENTATION AND WARRANTIES
By participating in the ICO placement, 

the buyer accepts the above and, in particular, declares and guarantees 
that:

Have read carefully and fully understood and accepted the terms and conditions associated with or attached to the 
WhitePaper, consenting to their content and agreeing to be legally bound by them.

Have sufficient knowledge of the nature of cryptographic tokens, possess significant experience and functional 
understanding of the use and complexities related to managing cryptographic tokens and currencies, as well as 
blockchain-based systems and services.

Be authorized and have full power and capacity to purchase Cash Flash.

Not be a U.S. citizen, resident, or entity (U.S. person) or purchasing Cash Flash tokens on behalf of a U.S. person.

Reside in a tax and legislative jurisdiction that allows the purchase of tokens through an ICO placement without 
requiring any local authorization and be compliant with local, state, and national laws and regulations when 
purchasing, selling, and/or using tokens.

Be familiar with all related regulations in the specific jurisdiction they are based in, and that the purchase of cryp-
tographic tokens in that jurisdiction is not prohibited, restricted, or subject to any additional conditions.

Not use the tokens for illegal and/or suspicious activities, including but not limited to money laundering and inter-
national terrorism financing; the purchase and holding of tokens will not constitute a violation of any applicable law 
in the buyer's country of residence or citizenship.

Purchase Cash Flash tokens because they desire access to the Cash Flash Technology platform, not for purely 
speculative investment or use.

www.cashflash.io





APPLICABLE LAW - ARBITRATION
Applicable Law - Arbitration: The documentation of the tokens, the Cash Flash ICO operation, and the purchase of 
Cash Flash tokens must be governed and interpreted in accordance with the law.
The parties agree to seek an amicable solution before taking any legal action.
Any dispute or controversy arising from or under the ICO placement will be resolved through arbitration in Lithua-
nia in accordance with the rules of international arbitration in effect at the date when the arbitration notice is 
submitted in accordance with these rules.
The seat of arbitration will be Lithuania, and the arbitration proceedings will be conducted in Lithuania.
Cash Flash does not constitute, nor should it be considered, an offer of securities in any jurisdiction.
This White Paper does not include or contain any information or indication intended as a recommendation or 
solicitation on which to base any investment decision.
This document does not constitute an offer or invitation to sell shares, securities, or rights related to Cash Flash 
and/or affiliated or associated companies.
Cash Flash tokens are utility tokens intended for use exclusively on the Cash Flash platform and are not intended to 
be used as investments.
The offer of Cash Flash tokens on a trading platform is made to enable the use of the Cash Flash platform, not for 
speculative purposes.
The offer of Cash Flash tokens on a trading platform does not change the legal qualification of the token, which 
remains a simple means for using the Cash Flash platform.
Cash Flash should not be considered as a legal, tax, or financial advisor.
All information contained in the white paper is provided for general information purposes only, and Cash Flash 
provides no warranty regarding the accuracy and completeness of such information and reserves the right to 
modify or remove any information or design elements that it deems not beneficial to the company.
Due to the lack of cryptographic qualifications in most countries, it is strongly recommended that each buyer 
conduct a legal and tax analysis regarding the purchase and ownership of Cash Flash based on nationality and 
place of residence.
Cash Flash is not a share or certificate of participation and does not confer any right to participate or vote in the 
general assembly of Cash Flash.
Anyone who commits to acquiring Cash Flash (CFT) tokens should be aware that the Cash Flash business model, 
white paper, or terms and conditions may change or need to be modified due to new regulatory and compliance 
requirements of any applicable law in any jurisdiction, even retroactively.
In such a case, buyers and anyone acquiring Cash Flash tokens acknowledge and understand that Cash Flash will 
not be held liable for any direct or indirect losses or damages caused by such changes.
Cash Flash will do everything possible to initiate its operations, develop the Cash Flash platform, and/or provide the 
services outlined in this White Paper.
Investing in a public token offering, as defined under Article L. 552-3 of the Monetary and Financial Code, involves 
risks of partial or total loss of the investment.
There is no assurance of liquidity for the tokens purchased during the offering, the existence of a secondary market 
for such tokens, the value of tokens acquired during the offering, and the equivalent value of these tokens in foreign 
currency. The tokens do not constitute financial instruments under Article L. 211-1 of the Monetary and Financial 
Code and confer no rights other than those described in the information document.
Additionally, the regulatory framework applicable to the offering and tokens, as well as the tax regime applicable to 
the holding of tokens, may not be defined in some jurisdictions yet.

www.cashflash.io


